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It’s not what you know, it’s who you know.
Connect with your legal recruitment expert today.

Commercial Litigation Associate
Toronto | 6-10 years
Our client, a growing boutique firm, seeks a well-rounded commercial litigator with a solid amount of courtroom experience
and significant exposure to insolvency matters. You will work closely with a partner who has an interesting book of business
and a great reputation. Strong oral and written advocacy skills are essential. Interested candidates should email their CV to
Lana Driscoll at ldriscoll@zsa.ca. Ref. #P29774.
Labour & Employment

Toronto | 3-7 years
Our client, a very well known Labour and Employment firm, seeks associates for its thriving practice. The ideal candidate(s) will
have at least 3 years of experience practising in the area, including courtroom experience, and the ability to jump into an existing
practice. Interested candidates should send their CVs in confidence to Lindsay E. Traves at ltraves@zsa.ca. Ref. #P29531.

Regulatory Counsel
Toronto / Ottawa | 2-6 years
Our corporate client offers a tremendous work environment on the cutting-edge of the Telecommunications industry. To address
rapid growth, this client seeks at least one Regulatory Counsel with 2-6 years of relevant experience. Prior exposure and expertise
in regulatory proceedings, related litigation and CRTC matters, would all be considered assets. Solid EQ coupled with a strong
understanding of the telecom business is critical. To apply, please email your CV to Orit Sinai at osinai@zsa.ca. Ref. #P29810.
Corporate Associate
Toronto | 2-5 years
Our client, a well regarded boutique law firm, is seeking a corporate/commercial associate to join their team. The firm takes a
more relaxed approach to hourly targets, and creates opportunities for clear paths to partnership, making this a great opportunity
for a stellar associate looking for a change of pace. The ideal candidate will have 2-5 years of experience as a corporate associate
and excellent technical skills. Interested candidates should send their CV to Lindsay E. Traves at ltraves@zsa.ca. Ref. #P29809.
Commercial Real Estate Associate

Toronto | 1-6 years
Exceptional opportunity to join the real estate group of one of the city’s top firms. The ideal candidate will have between
1 (i.e. 2019-called) and 6 years’ broad experience in a variety of commercial real-estate matters (acquisitions, dispositions,
financings, etc.). The structure of the team is such that path to partnership is clear, and accelerated. Interested candidates
should submit a CV in confidence to Travis Usher at tusher@zsa.ca. Ref. #P29787.
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The Precedent
Innovation Awards
Precedent Magazine is now seeking applications for the
second annual Precedent Innovation Awards.
We want to know about lawyers and law firms who
have upended the status quo — to better serve clients,
to improve the legal workplace or to help the public access
justice. If you or your firm have implemented an original
initiative that makes the profession better, tell us about it.

Winners will be featured in the Winter 2020 Issue
of Precedent Magazine.
Apply today at
precedentmagazine.com/innovationawards

Application
Deadline
April 16, 2020

Congratulations to all the new partners
who were recently announced on the
Precedent A-List! a-list.lawandstyle.ca
The Precedent A-List is your online
source for awards, promotions, new hires
and other legal news

Dutton Brock LLP
announces new partner
Jordan Black

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Graham Brown

Paliare Roland Rosenberg
Rothstein LLP announces
new partner Ren Bucholz

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Liviu Cananau

Bereskin & Parr LLP
announces new partner
Wynnie Chan

Lenczner Slaght announces
new partner Jonathan Chen

WeirFoulds LLP announces
new partner Nadia Chiesa

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Carly Cohen

Paliare Roland Rosenberg
Rothstein LLP announces
new partner Denise Cooney

Stikeman Elliott LLP
announces new partner
Kevin A. Custodio

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Simon Daigle

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Kate Dearden

Baker & McKenzie LLP
announces new partner
Stephanie Dewey

Bereskin & Parr LLP
announces new partner
Reshika Dhir

Dutton Brock LLP
announces new partner
Elizabeth DiQuattro

Get more news online at a-list.lawandstyle.ca

EXCLUSIVE ONLINE NETWORKING FOR LAWYERS

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Maureen Doherty

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Erin Durant

Baker & McKenzie LLP
announces new partner
Yana Ermak

Singleton Urquhart Reynolds
Vogel LLP announces new
partner Jesse Gardner

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Ève Gaudet

Blaney McMurtry LLP
announces new partner
Stephen Gaudreau

Stikeman Elliott LLP
announces new partner
Catherine Grygar

Stikeman Elliott LLP
announces new partner
Lindsay Gwyer

Tyr LLP announces new
partner Anisah Hassan

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Andrew Hennigar

Smart & Biggar LLP
announces new partner
Graham Hood

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Tamila Ivanov

Hicks Morley Hamilton Stewart Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Storie LLP announces new
announces new partner
partner Stephanie Jeronimo Daniel Johnson

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Steven Kennedy

Blaney McMurtry LLP
announces new partner
Ryan Kniznik

Stikeman Elliott LLP
announces new partner
Michael Laskey

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Ravi Latour

Dutton Brock LLP
announces new partner
Chad Leddy

Stikeman Elliott LLP
announces new partner
Kim Le

Continued p

Neinstein LLP announces
new partner Sonia Leith

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Derek W. Levinsky

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Eric Little

Singleton Urquhart Reynolds
Vogel LLP announces new
partner James Little

Smart & Biggar IP Agency
Co. announces new partner
Lei Liu

Bereskin & Parr LLP
announces new partner
Joanna Ma

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Kevin Mailloux

Mathews, Dinsdale & Clark
LLP announces new partner
Sara J. Malkin

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Danielle Maréchal

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Jeremy Martin

Stikeman Elliott LLP
announces new partner
Julien Michaud

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Jeff Mikelberg

Howie, Sacks & Henry LLP
announces new partner
Melissa Miller

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Ardy Mohajer

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Christine Muir

Blaney McMurtry LLP
announces new partner
Hasan S. Naqvi

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
A. Chandimal Nicholas

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Jennifer L. Poirier

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Andrew Punzo

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Ross R. Ramgoolam

Get more news online at a-list.lawandstyle.ca

EXCLUSIVE ONLINE NETWORKING FOR LAWYERS

Stikeman Elliott LLP
announces new partner
Kurtis Reed

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Alexis Renaud

Smart & Biggar LLP
announces new partner
Patrick Roszell

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Ryma Sachedina

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Monique Sassi

Mathews, Dinsdale & Clark
LLP announces new partner
Erich R. Schafer

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Elly Seddon

Mathews, Dinsdale & Clark
LLP announces new partner
Deanah I. Shelly

Stikeman Elliott LLP
announces new partner
Barbara Sheng

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Jessica Sheridan

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Aly Somani

Affleck Greene McMurtry
LLP announces new partner
Chris Somerville

Beard Winter LLP
anounces new partner
Brandon D. Tigchelaar

Mathews, Dinsdale & Clark
LLP announces new partner
Cameron R. Wardell

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Edward Wooldridge

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
announces new partner
Stephanie Young

Cassels Brock & Blackwell
LLP announces new partner
Jessica Zagar

To share your news,
contact us at
a-list@lawandstyle.ca
416-929-4495
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customized
customized
Disabilityy
Disabilit
Insurance.
Insurance.

Disability Income and Business Expense insurance plans offer a simple and effective way to protect
everyone who relies on you (at home and work) in the event an accident or illness prevents you from
working.
Disability Income Insurance
Business Expense Insurance
• Pay bills if your income stops. • Pay business expenses if your income stops.
• Maintain your lifestyle.
• Maintain the operation of your firm.
• Protect your retirement
• Protect your firm from the absence
.
savings
of a key employed lawyer.

Connect with your local Lawyers Financial advisor
or visit lawyersfinancial.ca/disability
Lawyers Financial products and plans are sponsored by The Canadian Bar Insurance Association (CBIA).
Lawyers Financial is a trademark of CBIA. Disability and Business Expense insurance plans are underwritten by The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company (Manulife).
12/2019

On the cover
Illustration by
Sébastien Thibault

Spring 2020. Volume 14. Issue 1.

“Alcohol was
the perfect elixir.
It was magic.”
David Whitten on his battle
with drinking p.22

PHOTO: NICK WONG

Feature stories

The alcohol problem

The causes of alcohol abuse in the profession are
more complicated than you think p.22

Seeing clear

After decades of inaction, legal drinking culture
is in the midst of true change p.34
PRECEDENTMAGAZINE.COM
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This immigration and entertainment lawyer is building a
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The practice of law can be allconsuming. That doesn’t mean
it’s impossible to maintain
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of Ontario lower its annual
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Editor’s Note

Threading
the needle
How to critique the legal
profession without perpetuating
misleading stereotypes

PHOTO BY IAN PATTERSON

The bulk of this issue is dedicated to the outsized role that alcohol plays in the legal
profession. We know, after all, that lawyers are more likely to become problem
drinkers than the general population. There is clear evidence, too, that the norms of
the legal workplace bear some responsibility for this statistical reality. For a magazine for the legal community, investigating this topic is essential work.
But it also comes with a risk. To report on this subject could, inadvertently,
reinforce the most negative stereotypes about the legal profession — namely, that
it’s populated with miserable, work-addled alcoholics who rely on substances to
cope with their brutal careers.
Such statements are oversimplifications of a complex situation. Ronit Dinovitzer,
a professor of sociology at the University of Toronto, is a well-respected researcher
on the legal profession. Though her work is often critical of legal culture, she can’t
help but balk at how the media typically covers lawyers. “I’m always struck by how
often the New York Times carries stories about how hard it is to work in the legal
profession,” she says. “No one wants to believe me that most lawyers are satisfied
with their careers, but there’s a nugget in my research that I always return to:
75 percent of lawyers say they are moderately to extremely satisfied with the decision
to become lawyers.”
My hope is that, in this issue, we confront the truth without falling back on tired
clichés, and that we bring nuance to a conversation that badly needs it. To that
end, I’ve written a feature story that, in part, explores what makes lawyers uniquely
vulnerable to alcohol abuse (“In recovery,” p.22). I take direct aim at the unhealthiest
facets of the profession, and this criticism is crucial. But in that same article,
I also profile two working lawyers, now in recovery from alcohol abuse, who have
successful careers that they truly enjoy. Their stories are a good reminder that the
profession can be a rewarding one, even for those who face personal challenges.
The practice of law, it turns out, is not as bleak as mainstream culture would want
us to believe.

We’re looking for great ideas
In our last issue, we launched
the Precedent Innovation
Awards. The first batch of
winners — trendsetters who
have found creative solutions
to some of the profession’s
thorniest problems — were
inspiring.
So inspiring, in fact, that we’ve decided to
make these awards an annual tradition. If you’ve
implemented an original initiative that makes
the profession better, we want to hear about it.
To submit an application, head over to
precedentmagazine.com/innovationawards.
The deadline to apply is Thursday, April 16, 2020.
We will feature the winners in our winter issue.

Daniel Fish
Senior Editor
daniel@precedentmagazine.com
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Letters

Your CPD.

Where there’s a will This estate litigator
sees his work as a high-octane thrill ride p.15

Not just for kids Ditch your briefcase for
a work-appropriate backpack p.38

Need for speed Meet the lawyer who’s
also a competitive Ironman triathlete p.46

The new rules of law and style
Winter 2019 $9.95
precedentmagazine.com

From
your legal
community.
Inside: People,
projects and ideas
that are improving
the profession

Agents of change

In our winter issue, we launched the first-ever
Precedent Innovation Awards. Our goal was
to recognize lawyers and law firms that have
flexed their creative muscles to improve the
profession. And when that issue dropped, our
readers found inspiration in the inaugural
winners. Here’s what some of you had to say.

See our Spring
programs at
store.lso.ca

Thank you for your efforts to showcase
practising lawyers who have gone above and
beyond to innovate within our profession,
whether through technology or otherwise.
The winners of the Precedent Innovation
Awards have demonstrated that when
change comes from within, it can make
a concrete difference, and it also doesn’t
have to be an expensive initiative. A huge
congratulations to Kathryn Hendrikx,
whose Ontario Family Law Forms Project
is helping family-law litigants complete
their paperwork properly and without
significant expense. This is a great example
of how we can help self-represented litigants
navigate the court process. Well done!
Tami Mascoe
Senior family counsel
Office of the Chief Justice, Superior Court of Justice

@LSOCPD
Law Society of Ontario CPD

What do the winners of the inaugural
Precedent Innovation Awards have in
common? They found a problem, thought
of a workable solution and executed it.
And they are all inspiring. I am sure we can
all think of a problem in the legal profession.
Let’s also think of a workable solution
and put it into action. Innovation is critical
to improving the legal profession, one small
step at a time.
Nadia Zaman
Employment and human rights lawyer
Rudner Law
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What a great idea to start the Precedent
Innovation Awards! We need more lawyers
and law firms to start thinking in new ways.
It’s certainly the right thing to do for the
public. But I also feel that if law firms are
able to develop innovative products, it
will allow them to diversify their streams of
revenue. And that, in turn, will help them
move away from their current extreme focus
on annual billable targets. Fingers crossed.
Alisse Houweling
Corporate lawyer and entrepreneur
Axiom

Correction: In the winter issue of Precedent,
the article titled “Estate of play” stated
that Deb Stephens quit her job at WEL
Partners. This was not the case. The mistake
was Precedent’s and we regret the error.

The hottest stories on
precedentmagazine.com
Most views The Precedent
Innovation Awards
Most likes This litigator competes
in triathlons around the world
Most retweets Bay Street hands
out raises to its articling students

Our People

A dry run
In this issue, we’ve challenged the profession’s
relationship with alcohol. So we asked our
contributors to share their favourite booze-free
ways to spend time with friends and family

CONFIDENCE

“My partner and I make our own kombucha,” says
Rob Lewin, the client and member services coordinator
at Precedent. “It’s a cost-effective and alcohol-free
way to treat yourself to what still feels like a grown-up
drink.” In his role, Lewin oversees the Precedent A-List,
our online source for career announcements and job
opportunities, and he manages our circulation department. If you’re holding our spring issue in your hands
right now, you have Lewin to thank for meticulously
maintaining our mailing list.

“I love having a friend or one of my sisters join me for
a workout class,” says Erin Leydon, a Toronto-based
photographer. “It’s my favourite excuse to get together,
be active and start the day.” Her artwork has been
published in Toronto Life and Report on Business. For this
issue, she photographed immigration and entertainment
lawyer Sheetal Nanda in the stunning Shangri-La Hotel
(“Star power,” p.17).

Matthew Halliday is a writer and editor whose work
has appeared in the Globe and Mail, The Walrus and
the Guardian. He’s also the co-founder of the The Deep,
a magazine based in Halifax. One of his favourite
sober pastimes is to assemble a crew and trek into the
backwoods of Ontario or Nova Scotia. “It could be
overnight,” he says, “or at least deep enough to feel
off the grid for a few hours.” In this issue, he wrote
about a Bay Street lawyer who’s also a long-time breakdancer (“Let’s dance,” p.46).

HARCOURTS
since
1842
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CONGRATULATIONS
Singleton Reynolds
is proud to announce that
Jesse Gardner and James Little
have become partners in the Firm.
Jesse Gardner
jgardner@singleton.com
(416) 585-8608

James Little
jlittle@singleton.com
(416) 585-8603

Jesse Gardner

James Little

COLLECT CPD
IN AN
ENGAGING
ENVIRONMENT.
KEEP CURRENT WHILE EARNING CPD
HOURS QUICKLY AND AFFORDABLY.
The Toronto Lawyers Association
comprehensive one-to-two hour LSO CPDaccredited courses covering a variety of practice
areas, each planned and run by lawyers from
the Toronto community.
Lawyers Association can make.

www.tlaonline.ca

Brief
THE LATEST FROM THE LEGAL WORLD

“Instead of saving
lawyers $135,
we could have
reduced licensing
fees by half.”
Nima Hojjati on the Law
Society’s decision reduce
annual lawyer dues p.19

“I just love working
with creative people,”
says Sheetal Nanda,
pictured here at
the Shangri-La Hotel

BEST PRACTICES

Star power
How Sheetal Nanda combined
entertainment and immigration law
to create a unique legal practice
by Jason McBride
photography by Erin Leydon

When Sheetal Nanda started law school, at Osgoode Hall in 2008,
it might have looked like a somewhat surprising career move. Her
background, for one thing, was in science. She’d studied developmental biology at the University of Toronto and had even applied to
medical school. She also had a passion for the arts. In high school,
she’d spent a fair amount of her spare time on creative writing,
including fiction and plays. Nanda was also a film and television buff.
During that first semester of law school, she made time to attend
screenings at the Toronto International Film Festival.
Deep down, though, Nanda had always been attracted to law
school, which, she knew, would tap into her long-standing interest

PRECEDENTMAGAZINE.COM
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in strategic and analytical thinking. Once
she decided not to pursue medicine, it was
an easy choice. “If I wasn’t going to go into
medicine,” she says, “then I was going
to completely pivot into my other passion.”
After law school, she landed an articling
position at an immigration boutique,
but once she was called to the bar she
immediately turned her attention to the
entertainment world. Noticing that the job
market couldn’t deliver on the career she
wanted, she decided to strike out on her own.
“My parents said to me, ‘If you can’t find
the job you want, create it,’” says Nanda.
That’s precisely what she did, launching
a solo entertainment and immigration
practice, now called Quantum Law Group.
Her plan was to provide affordable services
to people in the creative industries.
To build a profile, she knew she needed
to network. Nanda went to TIFF events,
attended Fashion Week and wrote reviews
of movies, including Bollywood films,
for popular blogs. Over time, she landed
clients: independent producers, writers,
authors, filmmakers. “I just love working
“My parents said to me,
with creative people,” she says. “I think,
even now, I usually see myself as a creative.”
‘If you can’t find the job
Indeed, if anything has characterized
you want, create it.’”
Nanda’s career, it’s been imagination and
Sheetal Nanda
ingenuity, the central arrows in any creator’s
quiver. One of her savviest strategic moves
which might entail helping actors and filmwas to merge immigration and entertainment law, thus creating a unique type of
makers obtain work visas, is a core service
practice. At Nanda’s firm, immigration work, offering. “Sheetal is very entrepreneurial,”

says Lisa Feldstein, a family-health lawyer
who’s known Nanda since law school.
“She’s very passionate. Whenever I have
lunch with her, I feel so inspired.”
Nanda also realized that the technology
revolution was hitting the entertainment
industry. The sector was once primarily
populated by movie, music and sports talent.
But Nanda started to broaden her client
base to include YouTube personalities and
digital-content creators.
Michael Levine, a legendary entertainment lawyer and a retired partner of
Goodmans LLP, is a mentor to Nanda. These
days, he serves as an executive producer
on documentaries and scripted programs;
he’s also the chairman at Westwood Creative
Artists, Canada’s largest literary agency.
“Tech is changing everything,” he says.
“Sheetal is on the leading edge of recognizing those changes.”
One of Nanda’s latest passions is helping
her clients get their projects into development. That can involve giving feedback
on a book, helping to pitch a script or simply
bringing like-minded individuals together.
“I like developing talent,” she says. “One
of the best things about having your own
practice is the chance to pursue opportunities that excite you. It fulfills me creatively.”
And, ultimately, she is platform neutral.
A good story is a good story, be it a novel,
a television show or a YouTube video. As
she puts it: “The thrust of it is, how well do
I tell my client’s story?”

Timeline of an
entertainment
lawyer

Sheetal Nanda

founder
quantum law group

year of call
2012

QLG

1998 On a merit scholarship,
Nanda moves from her hometown
of London, Ont., to attend
high school at Ridley College,
a boarding and day school in
St. Catharines.
2006 She earns an honours
bachelor of science from the
University of Toronto, with a specialty in developmental biology.
2008 Nanda starts law school at
Osgoode Hall.
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2011 After graduation, she articles
at Seligman Law, a boutique immigration firm in Toronto.
2012 Now called to the bar, Nanda
swiftly launches her own entertainment and immigration practice,
called SN Legal. “I identify myself
as an entrepreneur as much as I do
a lawyer,” she says.
2013 Canada launches the initial
pilot phase of the Start-Up
Visa Program, hoping to attract

job-creating entrepreneurs to the
country. Nanda is an early lawyer
to embrace the program, helping to
bring talent into the country from
across the globe, including Brazil,
India, China and Dubai.
2017 Nanda rebrands her firm as
Quantum Law Group. Her clients
include filmmakers and writers but
also creatives who distribute their
work on YouTube and Instagram,
as well as tech start-ups.

ON THE RECORD

Price drop
Why has the Law
Society reduced its
annual lawyer fees?
by Sebastian Leck

The Law Society of Ontario has lowered the
annual fees for every lawyer in the province.
And it’s managed to do so without cutting
services. Instead, the regulator has put the
brakes on funding for future programs.
In a budget that passed last October, the
current cohort of benchers reduced this
year’s fees (which were due on March 2) by
$135, or about six percent, to $2,066. Nonpractising lawyers paid half of that amount,
or $1,033, and retired lawyers paid a quarter
(about $516). Paralegals also saw their fee
drop by $109 to $1,006.
These fees make up close to three-quarters
of the Law Society’s $139-million budget.
These funds allow, among other things, the
Law Society to investigate complaints from
the public and research how to improve
access to the profession.
Despite the reduction in revenue, no
programs have been eliminated. “This isn’t
a budget which has achieved its result by
reducing what the Law Society does,” says
Malcolm Mercer, the treasurer of the Law
Society and counsel at McCarthy Tétrault
LLP. “It achieved its results by changing how
the Law Society budgets.”
One major change is related to contingency spending. The Law Society sets money
aside each year so it has the flexibility to
approve new programs. In its latest budget,
it has trimmed the size of the contingency
fund from $1.5 million to $1 million. “What
that practically means,” says Mercer,
“is that if things are approved outside of the
budget, outside of the contingency, they
will have to wait until the next fiscal year to
get started.”
In the previous budget, the Law Society
had allocated $370,000 to cover a potential
raise to bencher pay. Benchers must volunteer 26 days of their time before they’re paid
for their work. The Law Society considered
shortening or removing the 26-day period.
“But it didn’t happen,” says Mercer. “So the
2020 budget doesn’t include that.”
The last major change was to the Law
Society’s awareness initiative. In 2018, it

launched an advertising campaign; the
tagline “Our society is your society”
appeared on billboards, public transit and
the radio. The Law Society has no plans to
continue this campaign, saving $600,000.
Though the Law Society’s budget notes
a reduction of 6.5 employees, including
three working in equity initiatives, no one
was fired. “There are always vacancies and
always hirings of vacancies,” says Mercer.
“This isn’t a staff-cutting budget.” In any
case, the impact will be small; the organization has more than 600 employees.
Omar Ha-Redeye, the executive director
of the Durham Community Legal Clinic,
supports the new budget. At small firms,
he says, annual fees are a significant expense
that is often passed on directly to their clients. “One of the greatest barriers to access
to justice,” he says, “are the financial and
regulatory impediments that are imposed
by the Law Society.”
But licensing candidates will not receive
a discount on their fees. To go through
the province’s licensing process will continue
to cost $4,710. Part of this fee pays for the
articling system, but the bulk of it goes
toward the Law Practice Program. “Instead
of saving lawyers $135, we could have
reduced licensing fees by half,” says Nima
Hojjati, a second-year associate at Swadron
Associates. “I’m frustrated that this money
was used the way it was.”
Morgan Watkins, the president of the
Students’ Law Society at the University of
Toronto, argues that students are largely
excluded from this conversation at the Law
Society. In her view, the profession as a
whole should help fund the licensing process.

A look back
Over the past half-decade, the annual
lawyer fees at the Law Society of Ontario
have held relatively steady
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Otherwise, it places an undue burden on
new calls. “The costs should not be borne
only by young lawyers,” she says, “who are
just starting their careers.”
To Mercer, this critique is off base.
“We’ve required lawyers to pay more annual
fees than they needed to,” he says. “It
makes sense to return that to them and not
to someone else.”
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How this defence
lawyer stepped up
her game
In 2017, Jessica Sickinger was ready
to take her career to the next level.
After 12 years in criminal defence,
she’d built a solid practice, but had
a desire to take on the most serious,
complicated cases. As she puts it: “I
wanted to move up a bit in the world.”
To make that happen, she enrolled
in the criminal law and procedure
specialization of the Osgoode Professional LLM, a rigorous graduate
program that she could complete on
a part-time basis. In the classroom,
she found a refreshing diversity
of perspectives. Instead of being surrounded solely by defence lawyers,
she learned alongside prosecutors,
police officers and judges. This offered
an invaluable window into how other
actors in the justice system think.
Through coursework, Sickinger
honed her legal skill set, in both
research and written advocacy. “It
was super helpful to stretch my
brain,” she says. “The material was
also interesting.”
The program has had a real-world
impact on her practice. “I’ve started
to take on more appellate work,”
she says. “I can’t think of anything
else I could’ve done that would’ve
been as helpful to my career.”

JESSICA
SICKINGER
Osgoode LLM:
Criminal Law and
Procedure, 2019
Lawyer at
Goldglass Sickinger
Year of call: 2005
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Rigorous: Throughout
the program, you’ll complete detailed papers on
a complex area of law,
honing your legal writing
and analytical skills.
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Advance your career today
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Alcohol abuse is a long-standing problem in the legal profession.
Senior editor Daniel Fish dug into the latest research on the subject
and spoke to experts. He also met with lawyers in recovery
who spoke candidly about their battles with alcohol. As a profession,
we can find strength and wisdom in their stories

RECOVERY

Part One

CRASHING

On a Monday morning in July of 2015, David Whitten arrived at
his office. He had a full slate of meetings in his calendar. He also
had a crippling hangover. “I decided I had to go home for the day,”
he recalls. “For the first time in my career, I wasn’t capable of
meeting my obligations.”

At 41, Whitten was astonishingly high functioning. He was the
co-founder of Whitten & Lublin, one of the top employment
boutiques in the city. And in person, he was also a consummate
professional: confident and gregarious. The sort of person
who could mingle with colleagues or put clients at ease at painful
moments in their careers.
He was also a long-time heavy drinker. “I would describe myself
as a weekend warrior,” he says. “I never blacked out, drank and
drove or had any criminal behaviour. But come Friday night, I was
the first one to grab a cocktail.”
He had come to rely on alcohol to weather the strains of life. “I
didn’t know any other way to relax,” he says. “And when I promised
myself I’d only go out for two beers, I couldn’t. There are people
who can leave a half-full glass of wine on the table and walk away.
I was the guy who couldn’t leave a drop behind.” As long as his
career prospered, he had no difficulty justifying the amount that he
drank. “I would think to myself, I work hard, and I party hard.”
But to leave work because of a hangover? That was impossible to
dismiss as harmless. “It really scared me,” says Whitten. He knew
he had to face the problem.
One decade earlier, Catherine Keyes knew she had made a mistake. At the time, she was an articling student at Cassels Brock &
Blackwell LLP. “A senior partner had invited me to an 8:30 meeting with a client,” she recalls. “But I’d gotten bombed the night
before and slept through the meeting.” When she apologized to
the partner, he told her not to worry. “But I’m pretty sure he didn’t
mean it. He never called me for anything else again.”
At 29, she was drinking on an almost-daily basis. “If I wasn’t
drinking,” she recalls, “I was thinking about it. Where am I going to
go out drinking? Who will I go out with?”
At every stage of her academic career — in high school, university
and law school — alcohol had been a central part of her identity.
To the outside world, she was a terrific party companion: fun and
outgoing. Her drinking never seemed to impede her performance
as a student. Nor did it prevent her from landing on Bay Street.
On paper, she was a resounding success.
But during her articling term, Keyes was unable to deny the harsh
truth: alcohol was starting to interfere with her plans for the future.
There was, for instance, the client meeting she had missed that one
morning. But there had also been other minor work-related mistakes that she attributed to irresponsible drinking. “I didn’t know
what life would be like without alcohol,” she says. “But I couldn’t
do it anymore. I had to leave it behind. I had to stop.”
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Part Two

ORIGIN

STORIES

As a child, Whitten was a class clown. “I was precocious, but a
trouble maker,” he says. “I had a short attention span. I was always
cracking jokes in class, trying to be the centre of attention.”
His teachers were divided on whether he deserved their attention. “They either loved me and wanted to help me progress in
a non-disturbing manner, or they wanted nothing to do with me,”
says Whitten, who spent most of his childhood in Hamilton.
“There was rarely an in-between.” A common joke among the staff
was that “he’d either be a lawyer or he’d end up in jail.”
Throughout his life, Whitten has struggled with perfectionism.
“In a lot of ways, I was an anxious kid,” he says. “As an adult, I’ve
also had issues with anxiety. It’s always been related to the fact that
I hold myself to a standard of perfection. And it’s simply unattainable. It’s not possible for humans to be perfect. And yet, I have this
idea in my head that I have to prove the world wrong.”
Over time, he realized alcohol could ease his anxiety. At nine
years old, he took his first drink. “I was with a friend of mine,” he
recalls. “His older brother had left some beers behind. I remember
this euphoric feeling. The clouds in the sky opened up.”
He didn’t touch alcohol again until he was a teenager. “It’s a
typical story,” says Whitten. “I was about 13, hanging out with a
friend. We grabbed a bottle from his liquor cabinet, and we got
hammered.” The substance, once again, brought on “a feeling of
euphoria,” as his concerns and anxieties seemed to melt away.
By high school, his relationship with alcohol became less typical.
“I started to drink almost every time I was out and about,” says
Whitten. Nothing else had the power to silence unwelcome
thoughts with such brutal efficiency. “Alcohol was the perfect elixir.
It was magic.”

telemarketing, retail, fast food. “After two years, I decided that
wasn’t what I wanted to do for the rest of my life. Even though high
school was boring, I had to get it done.”
And she did. After graduation, Keyes studied criminology at
the University of Toronto. “As a high-school partier and dropout,
I was exposed to youth who were angry and getting in trouble,”
she says. “I had a lot of sympathy for that. I wanted to help youth
who were in trouble with the law.”
Her infatuation with alcohol never abated. “I remember my
undergrad as a lot of fun,” she says. “I worked; I played hard.
There was a lot of binge drinking, but it didn’t get me into trouble.
I wasn’t getting drunk before a big test. I was able to manage it.
I also did really well. I graduated with high distinction.”
In 2001, Keyes entered law school at the University of Toronto.
Though she had once hoped to join the world of criminal defence,
the campus-wide fixation on Bay Street captured her attention.
Her anxiety, in turn, reached a brutal new height. “The pressure was
overwhelming,” she says. “We were all driven to get in line for the
best jobs. We weren’t competitive or cruel; we were all happy to
share notes. But the fear of failure was huge. It was also hard not to
be the best of the best. I had always been a high achiever.”
Keyes attended class, completed her readings and attained high
marks, but she was unable to shake these feelings of inferiority.
And she turned to alcohol to manage those emotions. “I would
drink a lot of beer and wine, either in pubs or at home with friends,”
she says. “I found the other law students who drank a lot, but if
they weren’t drinking, that was no problem. I’m from Toronto,
so I could navigate through friend groups and drink most days
of the week.”

Keyes was a studious, introverted child. “That made it hard to relate
to people,” she says. “I didn’t know how to make friends.” In her
teenage years, she discovered that alcohol was the perfect antidote
to her social anxiety. “I realized that when I drank alcohol, I wasn’t
introverted anymore. Then I was an extrovert. I was able to come
out of my shell and become the person I wanted to be.” Her social
network started to expand. “It was easy to meet other kids who
were interested in partying. We had this commonality and something to do together.”
At one point, Keyes, who grew up in North York, dropped out of
high school. “It wasn’t related to alcohol,” she says. “I had a lack
of interest. I was bored.” Her parents took that decision in stride,
instituting only one rule: “If I was in the house, I had to be doing
something,” says Keyes. That led to a string of low-paying jobs: in

Alcohol, at its core, is a depressant. Although it has a small effect
on the reward centre of the brain, its primary function is to slow
our mental software to a crawl. Motor skills decline, alongside
the mind’s capacity to handle complex thoughts, concentrate on
discrete tasks or stay alert to potential dangers. As alcohol invades
the brain, in other words, it turns down the volume.

“I DIDN’T KNOW WHAT LIFE
WOULD BE LIKE WITHOUT
ALCOHOL. BUT I COULDN’T
DO IT ANYMORE. I HAD TO
LEAVE IT BEHIND.”
–CATHERINE KEYES
PRECEDENTMAGAZINE.COM
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“I’D TELL MYSELF THAT I DON’T HAVE AN
ISSUE WITH ALCOHOL BECAUSE I’M
SUCCEEDING. BECAUSE I DON’T DRINK
DURING THE DAY, OR HEAVILY ON WEEKNIGHTS. BECAUSE I CAN GO AN ENTIRE
WEEK WITHOUT DRINKING.”
–DAVID WHITTEN

In the throes of anxiety, by contrast, the mind has been thrust into
overdrive. If you can’t stop obsessing about a trial that’s set to start
in six months, for instance, you’re fixating on a future event that
should not be an immediate priority. By dampening your ability to
process such long-term concerns, alcohol can, in effect, quiet down
the anxious mind. That calming effect can be bliss.
In the long term, however, it’s self-destructive to anesthetize
anxiety with alcohol. For one thing, the brain can build up a tolerance to the substance, so an ever-increasing amount may be
required to achieve the same relief. “You’re also not dealing with
the underlying problem,” says Doron Gold, a staff clinician at
Homewood Health, which runs the member-assistance program
for the Ontario legal profession. “Drinking to alleviate anxiety is
a bit like walking around with a broken leg and taking Percocet to
avoid the pain.”
In Gold’s view, the evolution of a drinking problem tends to
begin as a benign act of experimentation. Think of the 13-year-old
Whitten cracking open his friend’s parents’ liquor cabinet. “You’re
young,” says Gold. “And you’re curious.” It’s not the wisest choice,
but it’s not a disorder.
Alcohol consumption then becomes recreational. “It’s like having
chocolate for dessert,” says Gold. “It’s a nice thing to have in life,
and it’s not harmful in any meaningful way.” Most adults inhabit
this stage of drinking for their entire life. Sure, there might be the
occasional hangover, but to drink in moderation — at dinner parties
and among friends — is no cause for alarm.
The next stop on the road to problem drinking is self-medication.
“If you’re using alcohol to take the edge off your anxiety or to calm
the pain you feel from a traumatic memory, it’s as though you’re
using it as medicine,” says Gold. “To drink in order to feel less
unhappy is a maladaptive coping mechanism.”
In the final phase of a drinking problem, alcohol has become a
necessity. “You’ve become dependent,” says Gold. “It feels like you
need the substance to get through the day or the week.”
His definition is intentionally broad. It’s more expansive, for
instance, than the common understanding of clinical dependency;
in this condition, an individual needs alcohol to prevent the body
from going into physical withdrawal. Meanwhile, someone with
an addiction prioritizes alcohol above everything else in life: work,
family, friendships. To Gold, however, drinking is harmful well
before someone acquires a full-blown clinical dependency or addiction. If someone is unable to deal with the difficulties of life —
workplace stress, trauma, insomnia, emotional distress — without
alcohol, it’s a problem.
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In 1993, Whitten became a student at the University of Toronto in
the school’s faculty of political science. He remained a hard-working
heavy drinker. “In later high school, the candle was lit,” he says.
“By the end of my undergrad, the fireplace was in full burn.”
But his performance as a student never seemed to decline. After
graduation, he went to law school at the University of Windsor,
where he was one of the few to land a job on Bay Street, summering
and articling at Miller Thomson LLP. He was hired back, but,
after about three years as an associate at the firm, he left. “I didn’t
love big-firm culture,” he says. “I also discovered that I enjoyed
employment law, and that opportunity wasn’t available.”
To Whitten, employment law was a feel-good practice area. “You
have an opportunity to help someone with something personal,”
he says. “The hours are pretty good, too. People generally get hired
and fired between 9 to 5, so we don’t take too many after-hours
calls. And since you’re fighting over money, you also get paid.” He
moved out of Big Law and into an employment boutique.
Five years later, Daniel Lublin, a solo employment lawyer,
approached Whitten with the idea to launch their own firm. “Ultimately, I thought I might as well take a swing at it,” says Whitten,
who had briefly worked with Lublin at the boutique firm. By this
time, he was married. “My wife was a lawyer, so I didn’t have
to worry about keeping the lights on. I also knew that I had some
client-development skills.” His partnership with Lublin flourished.
Through mutual support, both lawyers have built an elite practice.
The firm has argued major cases that have shaped modern employment law. And both partners are experts in the media, regularly
appearing on the radio and in newspapers. “It’s been incredible,”
says Whitten. “We have 12 lawyers now, and we’re at the top of
our field.”
None of these triumphs alleviated his perfectionism. “If you’re
fortunate enough to have success,” he says, “you start to stress
about whether you’re going to be able to maintain it.” Despite
mountains of evidence to the contrary, he worried that he was
somehow failing to live up to his potential — or that he was unable
to represent his clients to the best of his ability. Only after a few
drinks would his mind relax. “I wouldn’t think about work at all,”
he says. “That’s because I was intoxicated.”
Whitten found it easy to shrug away his drinking. “I’d tell myself
that I don’t have an issue with alcohol because I’m succeeding,”
he says. “Because I don’t drink during the day, or heavily on
weeknights. Because I can go an entire week without drinking.
Because I’m still married and have a nice life.” Those excuses
didn’t last forever.

Part Three

BLAME

How common is alcohol abuse in the legal profession? That’s a difficult question to answer with authority. In Canada, there’s simply
no data. In the United States, where the legal culture most resembles our own, two major studies exist. In 1990, the International
Journal of Law and Psychiatry surveyed close to 1,200 lawyers
in Washington State. It found that 18 percent of respondents were
problem drinkers. Among highly educated professionals, by
contrast, this number sits at around 12 percent. Lawyers, it seems,
were at a higher risk.
In 2016, the American Society of Addiction Medicine conducted
a new study on this topic. In email interviews with lawyers across
the United States, the organization asked a series of questions
about alcohol use. Some focused on how much a lawyer drinks
(“How often do you have six or more drinks on one occasion?”),
the consequences of that consumption (“Have you or someone
else been injured as a result of your drinking?”) and if there are
symptoms of alcohol dependency (“How often during the last
year have you needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself
going after a heavy drinking session?”). In the end, 12,825 lawyers
completed the survey, and close to 21 percent of those respondents
screened for “hazardous, harmful, and potentially alcoholdependent drinking.”
How precisely these results would map onto the profession in
Toronto is not clear. But it’s certainly sufficient to sound the alarm.
“We don’t want to overstate the data,” says Ronit Dinovitzer,
a sociology professor at the University of Toronto, and one of the
few academics to study the legal profession in Canada and the
United States on a full-time basis. “But we don’t have a lot on this
topic. This is the best study we have right now.”
The legal workplace is lined with mental-health tripwires. Let’s
start with the long hours. “If you’re working well into the evening,
think of what that forces you to sacrifice,” says Patrick Krill, a lead
author of the 2016 study on alcohol use in the American legal profession. “You’re not spending as much time with family and friends.
You don’t have time to exercise. You’re probably not sleeping
enough. That’s what makes long hours so toxic.”
Beyond those factors, there is a professional imperative to
maintain a facade of invincibility. “There is this notion, and it’s
beaten into us at law school, that we’re supposed to be on our
game all the time,” says Krill. “We’re taught to put our humanity
in the back seat.”
The fact that legal culture prizes the pursuit of perfection also
places lawyers at risk. “The profession is very externally oriented,”

David Whitten
Whitten & Lublin

says Derek LaCroix, the executive director of the Lawyers Assistance Program in British Columbia. “There is a tendency to build
our identity around grades, articling positions and big cases. We can
lose sight of our internal purpose and drift off course.”
The full list of stressors in the legal profession is almost endless.
It could include the sky-high levels of student debt, not to mention
the pressure to meet an ever-growing billable-hour quota. “All of
these factors can lead to mental-health issues,” says Krill. “That, in
turn, can cause lawyers to self-medicate.”
Which brings us to alcohol: a time-honoured, profession-sanctioned release valve. “Alcohol is used for almost everything,”
says Krill. “To celebrate wins. Mourn losses. Build social capital.”
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“WE HAVE FORGOTTEN, AS A SOCIETY, THAT
ALCOHOL IS A DRUG. WE HAVE DECIDED
THAT IT’S AN INNOCUOUS SUBSTANCE
THAT HELPS US CELEBRATE MILESTONES
AND RELIEVE STRESS.”
–SAMANTHA WELLS

So, yes, the legal profession bears some responsibility for the
high levels of problem drinking among its ranks. But to give credit
where it’s due, reform is afoot. At law-firm cocktail parties, for
instance, non-alcoholic options are increasingly available. Most
Canadian law schools, meanwhile, now employ full-time mentalhealth counsellors. These are promising signs that the profession
is moving in a positive direction.
It’s also an oversimplification to single out law-firm culture
and lay the blame entirely at its feet. Consider the role that drinking plays in broader society. “We’re bombarded with the message
that alcohol is the answer,” says Samantha Wells, the senior
director of the Institute for Mental Health Policy Research at
CAMH. “How many movies and images do you see of someone
throwing back a drink to relieve tension and stress at the end
of the day? These often have an impact. We have forgotten,
as a society, that alcohol is a drug. We have decided that it’s an
innocuous substance that helps us celebrate milestones and
relieve stress.”
Brian Cuban, a former lawyer based in Dallas, is the author of
The Addicted Lawyer. The book is primarily a memoir of his own
experience with cocaine and alcohol addiction, as well as bulimia.
But he also writes about how other lawyers and law students have
overcome substance abuse and, today, live in recovery.
For Cuban, whose brother is the well-known American billionaire
Mark Cuban, the profession must re-evaluate its relationship with
alcohol. One of his concerns is the omnipresence of alcohol at lawfirm events. (His solution: “All events should be ticketed. There
should never be an open bar.”) He also thinks that law firms need to
valorize human connection as much as professional performance.
“The law profession is about achievement,” he says. “If that’s our
only focus, it can forestall connection with the people around us.
We need to support each other.”
But he’s careful not to attribute the high rate of alcohol abuse
among lawyers solely to legal culture. His own story of addiction,
for instance, is linked to body-image issues that he experienced in
childhood. “I was drinking to numb self-hatred,” he says. “It was
based on my inability to deal with long-standing trauma. I was
trying to bring myself up with cocaine and numb those feelings
with alcohol.”
Addiction narratives are, in a word, complex. “In my anecdotal
experience, not many lawyers are tipping over to problem drinking
solely based on stress,” says Cuban. “There are almost always
other underlying issues that haven’t been dealt with.”
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There’s a distinct possibility that people who are prone to alcohol
abuse are drawn to the legal profession. Those who struggle with
anxiety might, indeed, drink to alleviate their mental angst. But
they might also seek out a career in a prestigious profession — such
as law, for instance — hoping to bolster their confidence and quiet
their self-doubt.
Among his clients at Homewood Health, Gold has certainly
noticed this tendency. “There are a lot of people in the legal
profession who come from that ‘not good enough’ place,” he
says. “They are always pushing further and further to prove their
worth. And their worth is tied to what they do, as opposed to
who they are.”
Consider the career story of LaCroix. Though he’s been a fulltime counsellor at the B.C. Lawyers Assistance Program for more
than two decades, he’s also a lawyer in recovery for alcohol abuse.
He was, first, a prosecutor, before he practised in the area of criminal defence. As a junior lawyer, he was a partier and a big spender.
Behind that fun-loving veneer, he drank for a darker purpose.
“There was a voice in my head that always said, You gotta do more.
You didn’t do that right,” he recalls. “After a couple of doubles, the
voice stopped. I just felt normal.”
LaCroix also recognizes that he became a lawyer — at least, in
part — for the same reason he drank: to calm his anxious mind.
“There were really only three career options that I ever considered,”
he says. “Lawyer — which is what I mostly wanted to do — doctor
or professor. I knew my job had to be high prestige.”
Whitten, too, sees a connection between his drinking and his
decision to practise law. “There’s some co-relation,” he says.
“I knew that I wanted to have a job that was highly valued in society.
That was an attempt to feel better about myself, to quiet that voice
deep down inside that says, You’re not good enough. You have to
prove yourself to the world.”
Keyes went to law school with a pre-existing interest in criminal
defence, but she also hoped it would boost her sense of self-worth.
“I never felt like I was good enough, so I always wanted to prove
myself,” she says. “Becoming a lawyer was part of that. I wanted to
do very well.”
Taken together, these strikingly similar testimonies could help
to explain the high rate of problem drinking in the legal world.
The tragedy, however, is that it’s not possible to resolve inner
turmoil through career achievement. “You can’t seek external
validation for the quality of a human being you are,” says Gold.
“Even periodic successes are fleeting. You’re always running,
always chasing.”

Part Four

TAKEOVER

Alcohol is a cunning villain. At the beginning of a drinking problem,
the real-world consequences are often hidden from view. “But
from the get-go, there’s a metre running,” says Stephen Wells,
who runs Sober Elite, an addiction and mental-health counselling
service for affluent-sector professionals. “You just might not see it,
because the consequences of alcohol fly under the radar.”
Sure, you slept on the floor that one night, but you managed to get
to work on time in the morning. “Alcohol is a rapacious creditor,”
says Wells. Eventually, it will collect.
By 2014, Whitten recognized that he could no longer control his
alcohol intake. “Earlier in my career, I could go out for a couple of
beers, then come home and that would be it,” he says. “It got to a
point where, once I started drinking, I couldn’t stop until I reached
a state of high intoxication.”
His drinking was also starting to have a negative impact on his
life. “Around that time, my marriage fell apart,” he says. “I was
married for 16 years to a great person. There were a number of
reasons that led to the downfall of the marriage, but, if I’m going to
be fair, drinking was one of them. Over time, I wasn’t as present
as I could be for my spouse. Rather than dealing with tough issues
that we had to discuss, I was turning to the bottle.” There were
occasions when, instead of going home to spend time with his wife,
he would stay out to have a couple more drinks. “My priorities
shifted imperceptibly along the way. The alcohol had become this
yoke around my neck.”
In November of 2014, Whitten successfully took a one-month
break from drinking. “But once December arrived,” he says,
“I came in hot.” He continued to drink over the next six months,
until, one morning, he arrived at work with a brutal hangover.
That’s when he knew it: he had to stop drinking.
During the autumn semester of her second year of law school,
Keyes went to the Addiction Research Foundation. (She can’t
remember what precipitated this decision.) Their medical recommendation was clear: that she leave school and enter a month-long
treatment facility.
That option was out of the question. First, Keyes wasn’t ready to
turn her back on alcohol. And second, she thought it would destroy
her legal career. “There’s no way I was going to take time off law
school and have to repeat my year,” she says. “I didn’t feel that the
legal profession would forgive me.”
And so: she went back to her life of heavy drinking. As Keyes
looks back on this period in her life, the memories are scattered,

the exact narrative difficult to pin down. “I was blacked out a lot,”
she says. “I call it the dark days.”
Alcohol’s impact on our memory is profound. Once our bloodalcohol level reaches double the legal driving limit, the region in
the brain that captures and catalogues memories starts to stall. In
many cases, this can cause a blackout. At this level of inebriation,
the rest of the brain might chug along, enabling the body itself
to continue partying. But come morning, there might not be any
mental record of what transpired during the previous day’s bout of
drinking. “It’s terrifying,” says Keyes. “I’d wake up in the morning

Catherine Keyes
TD Bank
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“I HAVE BEEN FAR MORE SUCCESSFUL
SINCE I QUIT DRINKING THAN I WAS
BEFORE. THE WAY YOU CONNECT WITH
PEOPLE IS BY BEING SINCERE AND
AUTHENTIC, NOT BY GETTING WASTED
WITH THEM.”
–DAVID WHITTEN

and look around. Okay, good, I’m at my house. I still have my arms and
legs — that’s good. No one else is here — thank God. I’m even getting
choked up thinking about it, because I lived like that for a while.”
Neither her schoolwork nor her career seemed to suffer. And yet,
even as she landed summer and articling positions at Cassels, her
fear of failure persisted. “Once I had the job,” says Keyes, “the
imposter syndrome kicked in. When are they going to find out that
they hired the wrong person? When will they find out that I’m not going
to be a real lawyer?”
Through the Addiction Research Foundation, Keyes was seeing
a psychiatrist, who had prescribed medication for both depression
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and anxiety. But throughout her time as an articling student, alcohol
remained both a necessity and an increasingly destructive force.
It caused her, for instance, to sleep through that client meeting one
morning. And she also appeared at a non-contested motion totally
unprepared; she had gone drinking the night before. “There was
no impact, since it was non-contested,” she says. “But I was starting
to feel that drinking was getting in the way.”
Near the end of articling, something in her mind clicked: she had
to stop drinking. “It was the realization that I couldn’t get to where
I wanted to be and have alcohol,” she says. “For a long time, alcohol
was a great solution. Eventually, it turned on me.”

Part Five

RECOVERY

On July 15, 2005, Keyes abandoned alcohol forever. One week
later, she was called to the bar. “I’ve never taken a drink as a working lawyer,” she says. But the road to sobriety was difficult.
Keyes had to manage feelings that, for more than a decade, she
had drunk into oblivion. “I’d never had to deal with anything without alcohol,” she says. “I was an adult, with an adult job, but I
hadn’t matured. I had zero coping mechanisms. I was essentially
a high-school kid in an adult’s body.”
To develop an emotional skill set, she needed help. So she started
to attend regular meetings at a 12-step program. And she saw a
therapist. “We talked through my whole life,” she says. Over time,
her anxiety and depression lifted; she no longer takes medication
for either condition.
After her articling term, Keyes was hired back at Cassels. Her
one-time passion for criminal law had subsided. “Once I started
to learn about other areas of law, criminal law started to seem
too intense for me,” she says. “I decided to go in the corporate
direction.”
In 2008, after three years as a large-firm associate, she moved
to a litigation boutique. Around this time, she got married and
started a family. After the birth of her second child, she found
the demands of private practice too onerous. In 2014, she moved
in-house to TD Bank. “My primary role is to provide legal support
and advice to TD on a broad variety of investigations. I also lead
the e-discovery team and assist in the management of litigation
risk and litigation against the bank. Overall, I’m super happy with
my career,” she says. “In my spare time, I am pursuing an LLM in
privacy and cybersecurity at Osgoode. And I am raising two
beautiful and engaging children.”
Today, Keyes has a calm, self-assured presence. As she recalls the
darkest moments of her past, in a small meeting room at the bank,
she’s almost nonchalant. It’s been so long, after all, since alcohol
maintained such a tight grip on her life. “In that first year of sobriety,
there was a lot of fear that I would pick up a drink,” she says. “But
now, it’s just not on my list of coping mechanisms. There is no
problem that alcohol won’t make worse.”
On July 16, 2015, Whitten quit drinking. “My path to sobriety was
a slow burn,” he says. He, too, sought help, through therapy and
addiction counselling. He took a deep dive into why he drank in the
first place. “I had to accept myself for who I was.”
For Whitten, abstinence was the only solution. “I know that I can
never drink again,” he says. “When someone asks me, ‘Are you
sure you don’t want one beer?,’ I’m like, ‘I don’t want one; I want

the case.’ I just don’t see the point in having one beer. I never have.
That will never leave me.”
A few months into his recovery, he had a profound experience.
“It was a beautiful day; the sun was on my face,” he recalls. “This
sounds cheesy, but I noticed a bird chirping. I thought, Wow, that’s
really kind of sweet. I feel really good now. The clouds were starting
to open.”
In conversation today, Whitten has a lively personality. Sitting
on a couch in his light-filled office, he’s outgoing and animated.
It’s easy to imagine him making new friends with ease. And
yet, for most of his working life, he had convinced himself that,
to make connections, he had to drink. “That was a crock of shit,”
he says. “I have been far more successful since I quit drinking
than I was before. The way you connect with people is by being
sincere and authentic, not by getting wasted with them. I can tell
you, with four years of sobriety under my belt, my relationships
with clients are stronger than ever. So are my relationships with
other lawyers.”
Once he stopped drinking, he saw his social circle in a new
light. “Those wasted connections I made over time were wafer
thin,” he says. “I would connect with lawyers and clients who
were heavy drinkers because we could go out on the town and rip
it up with no guilt or shame. You fool yourself into thinking it’s
normal. I got to a certain stage when I didn’t even feel comfortable with people who didn’t drink. I didn’t trust them. I thought
they were too straight for me or didn’t know how to let their hair
down. That was just ridiculous. I only thought that to justify my
own drinking.”
Because he gave up alcohol around the time that he became
newly single, he worried about re-entering the dating scene. “I wondered, Am I actually going to be able to meet somebody?” he says.
“Initially, I was very self-conscious. But as I got more comfortable
with it, so were the people I was with.”
Eventually, he started a new relationship. This past summer, he
remarried. “My spouse is a normal drinker,” he says. “I think
she appreciates the fact that I’m never going to be the guy out there
getting wasted and not getting back on time.”
To other lawyers who might be suffering at the hands of alcohol
abuse, Whitten has the following message: “Don’t be ashamed.
Inevitably, alcohol causes you to do and say things you’re not proud
of. Then you self-flagellate. And then you drink more to get rid of
that shame. The first step is to forgive yourself.” The next step is
to get help. “It sounds so cliché, but, if you feel you have a problem
with alcohol, you’re not alone.”
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The
Lawyer’s
Guide to
not
drinkinG
Alcohol has long been a staple of legal culture: at networking
events, client lunches and holiday parties. But change is afoot.
Instead of drinking, junior lawyers are networking over
afternoon tea. The largest law firms now serve premium
mocktails. And the city’s top party planners can
throw an honestly fun alcohol-free
corporate event. Simon Lewsen
reports on the sobercurious movement
in law
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who Are
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For Krista Kais-Prial, an associate
at the employment-and-labour
firm Israel Foulon LLP, the
Thirst for Knowledge Employment Law Gala is unmissable.
“It’s a nerdy subset of the
Ontario Bar Association that
does these employment-law
events,” she explains. The
annual holiday party is a chance
to meet face-to-face with that
small cohort of Ontarians
who spend their days the same
way she does: poring over
termination letters, collective
agreements and commentary
on changes to the Employment
Standards Act. The reception,
at the DoubleTree Hilton,
typically begins with cocktails,
followed by dinner, speeches
and an employment-law quiz
show. The winning table gets
a bottle of champagne.
At some point after dinner,
the party moves to 2Cats, a
dive bar on King West. As bloodalcohol levels go up, the vibe
switches from geeky to messy.
On the morning after Thirst
for Knowledge 2018, Kais-Prial
arrived at work feeling headachy and exhausted. She began
writing a letter to opposing
counsel but found her attention
waning. The situation seemed
absurd: here she was, struggling
to do her job because she’d
been drinking, an activity that,
while common in the legal profession, has nothing to do with
the practice of law. “The legal
industry is old-fashioned,” she
says. “There’s this Mad Men
self-perception, but Mad Men is
problematic and out-of-date.”
That’s when she decided
to make a change. Kais-Prial has
never had anything close to a
drinking problem, but she argues
that sobriety isn’t only for
recovering alcoholics. “You don’t
have to hit rock bottom before
making a change,” she says. On
New Year’s Eve, she attended
a friend’s wedding and had a
midnight glass of champagne to

ring in the start of 2019, a year
she decided to spend completely sober. That experiment
has transformed the way she
lives, works and socializes.
And it has clued her in to a fact
that’s been hiding in plain sight:
there are other people like
her — young lawyers who are
quietly rebelling against the
boozy norms of their industry.
It’s undeniable that lawyers
— particularly young lawyers —
face tremendous pressure to
drink. At Osgoode Hall Law
School, Cristina Candea was the
furthest thing from a partier;
she was the kind of person who
could nurse an old fashioned
until it turned watery and warm.
As an articling student in 2018–
19, however, she found herself
boozing it up several nights
each week. The older associates
at her University Avenue chambers would pile on the Jameson
shots, either at the office or at the
Moxie’s Grill and Bar down the
block. “I was still growing my
social circle in the industry,”
she says. “Drinking was a bonding exercise.”
In September, having landed
an associate position at Berkes
Law, a criminal-defence firm
— and having fielded a few calls
from friends who were concerned about her drinking —
Candea decided to go sober for
a month, if only to gain perspective on her habits. Two weeks
later, she made a list of the ways
her life had changed: she was
more energetic and engaged,
less irritable and increasingly
disciplined about hitting the
gym. Also, she was edging back
into hobbies, like playing piano
and painting, that she’d neglected since finishing school.
When her sober month
ended, she returned to drinking
but only lightly and mindfully.
It helps that her new boss
respects her personal autonomy.
(Candea thinks that her decision to cut back would have

instance, she frequently engages
with colleagues over daytime
activities like yoga, spin classes
and afternoon teas, and the
energy boost she’s gotten from
not drinking enables her to
get out more. “I’d rather go to
10 events and have soda water,”
she says, “than only make it
to five.”
Also, since she went sober,
something unexpected has happened. Before 2019, she hadn’t
noticed that some of her colleagues had been ordering virgin
cocktails on the sly. But they
started to notice her sobriety
and reached out to offer support
or seek advice. It was as if she’d

tea; somebody else requested
a virgin Caesar. In the end,
the number of drinkers at the
table matched the number
of non-drinkers. “There was
communal solidarity,” says
Kais-Prial. “We were encouraging each other.”
In 2020, Kais-Prial has started
to have wine with dinner again,
but she won’t be returning to the
hard-drinking scene. “I want
to demonstrate that there can
be other ways to make it in the
industry,” she says. “You can
find like-minded people and
bond without getting wasted at
some bar. You don’t have to
drink to be one of the cool kids.”
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For Moshiri, sensitivity
around alcohol is critical during
recruitment season, a time
when candidates feel enormous
pressure to conform. BLG
recently held a recruitment event
in Montreal with three drink
stations; one was devoted to
flavoured water and other nonalcoholic items. In a similar vein,
the McCarthys Toronto office
recently developed a set of
guidelines to foster an inclusive
recruitment process. One recommendation is that lawyers
follow the lead of applicants —
only ordering alcohol, for
instance, if the applicant does
so first. And if alcohol is part of
a meal, the guidelines suggest
that it be consumed sparingly.
Meanwhile, Osler, Hoskin,
and Harcourt LLP now offers
mocktails alongside alcoholic
drinks at social events, a change
that reflects a trend in the hospitality industry. Many restaurants
and bars now offer a growing
list of premium alcohol-free
choices. “Society’s perspectives
on alcohol consumption are everchanging,” says Steven Cline,
a career development officer at
Osler. “And it’s great to see the
legal industry is keeping up.”

NEL
PA

Bay Street firms
are cutting back
on aLcohol

been inducted into a secret society of young, health-conscious
lawyers. These colleagues
care deeply about the profession, says Kais-Prial, but they
also care about wellness and
don’t see why they must choose
between the two.
Slowly, it seems, the word is
getting out. Last spring, after
a meeting of the Young Lawyers
Division, Kais-Prial and a few
other executives convened at
Beerbistro for an informal
chat. When she ordered a nonalcoholic beer, it was as if she’d
given the people around her
permission to abstain. The
colleague beside her asked for a

MEE
T

been supported at her old office,
too.) But the question remains:
had she ended up elsewhere,
would she have had a harder time
easing off the booze?
Similarly, when Kais-Prial
went sober, she worried about
potential damage to her professional status. As an executive
on both the OBA’s Young Lawyers Division and its Labour and
Employment Section, she’d
worked hard at networking. But
would she now be excluded
from get-togethers? Would colleagues consider her uptight?
She’s since found ways to reconcile her sobriety with her
social and professional life. For

We speak to three large-firm diversity
officers about the recent shift in
workplace drinking culture
Steven Cline
Osler, Hoskin, and Harcourt LLP
Career development officer

The legal profession is finally
catching on to a simple fact: lots
of people don’t drink. Across
Bay Street, diversity officers at
the largest firms are taking
proactive steps to diminish the
role that alcohol plays in legal
culture. “We are working hard
to ensure that our workplace
is inclusive,” says Nikki Gershbain, the chief inclusion officer
at McCarthy Tétrault LLP.
“This obviously means including people who don’t drink for
whatever reason.”
The boozy office reception,
for instance, is undergoing a
major renovation. Having nonalcoholic options at such events
is an essential first step. If these

options are tasty and prominently displayed, that’s even
better. The goal isn’t just to provide sober alternatives, but to
send a message that these items
aren’t alternatives at all. When
McCarthys hosts a soirée,
no drink tray leaves the kitchen
unless some of the beverages
are booze free. Similarly, Borden
Ladner Gervais LLP now hosts
celebratory breakfasts and
afternoon teas, instead of only
cocktail parties. “When we hold
dry evening events, we specifically announce in advance that
they’re dry,” says Laleh Moshiri,
the firm’s national director of
diversity and inclusion. “That’s
very important.”

Nikki Gershbain
McCarthy Tétrault LLP
Chief inclusion officer

Laleh Moshiri
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
National director of diversity
and inclusion
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Is it possible
to throw
A dry party
that’s
Actually fun?
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Melody Ansara, co-founder of
the event-planning firm Identity
Inc., is adamant that an alcoholfree party doesn’t have to be
boring — quite the opposite.
Over two decades in the business,
Ansara has organized events for
some of the largest law firms,
telecommunications companies
and retail brands in the country.
When her clients request alcoholfree events — as many now do —
she advises them to divert funds
from their booze budget to
other party elements, the kind
that bring liveliness, originality
and class.
First, there are the drinks
themselves. A non-alcoholic
refreshment needn’t consist of
Coca-Cola and a lime wedge. It
can include small-batch syrups,
unique aromatics or homemade
bitters. “Think of all the specialty
ingredients you would put in a
fantastic cocktail, and then make
it a mocktail,” says Ansara.
Today, any competent bartender
will have a Rolodex of delicious
virgin cocktail recipes. You
can also turn to Seedlip Drinks,
a U.K.-based company specializing in distilled non-alcoholic
spirits, whose products can be
ordered online.

Then, there’s the food. Though
sommeliers are used to matching fine dining with premium
wines, Ansara argues that foodbeverage pairings work nicely
even when the alcohol content
is zero. For instance, a lobster
taco goes beautifully with a
cucumber-and-elderflower fizz,
and a beef slider is perfect
alongside a bitter julep made of
chamomile and citrus zest.
Finally, even if your guests
aren’t drinking, you can still get
them talking. “Unconventionality is a bonus,” says Ansara.
“I’m always looking for unique
ideas that seem grown-up and
sophisticated.” Don’t overlook
the value of a fun theme. Ansara
has hosted casino-themed
parties with blackjack tables and
dealers in bow ties, as well as
bashes inspired by the Roaring
’20s, in which the security
guards were dressed as if they’d
stepped out of the Jazz Age.
It’s also a good idea to put money
into decor: drapery, flower
walls, LED displays or sophisticated lighting. When the novelty
quotient is that high, that
becomes the centre of attention.
No one will be fretting over the
missing booze.

Networking tips

Party pics
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“When I’m lost in
the music, my
body takes over.”
David Yi on what fuels his
passion for breakdancing p.46

LIFE BEYOND THE LAW

THE INSIDER

Making time

How the busiest lawyer can
keep in touch with friends
by Cameron Bryant
illustration by Ryan Snook

It’s been a long time since I’ve made a new friend. Making connections came relatively easily in school, but once I started working,
there were fewer opportunities to meet people. Now that I’ve been
in a new relationship over the past year, a time commitment of its
own, I’m finding it difficult to maintain my current friendships.
This is not a unique situation. I often hear lawyer colleagues talk
about their difficulty balancing work, relationships, family and
hobbies with their friendships. In fact, I know lawyers might feel
like just getting home in time to spend an hour with their kids
before bedtime is a victory. And yet, I think most of us would agree
that our friends are some of the most important people in our lives.
So how can the busy lawyer maintain their friendships?
One of my tricks is to integrate friends into other aspects of my
life. Consider inviting a friend to your workout session. You get to
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hit the gym and have a date with your friend
at the same time. Planning to hit up that
concert or movie? Invite a few friends and
go somewhere afterward to catch up. I have
friends I see regularly because they’ll watch
the obscure art-house films I like. (I can
also invite as many as I want, since the rest
of the theatre is usually empty.) Another
thing I love is checking out new restaurants.
If I invite three or four friends to join me, I
get to do something I enjoy with people I
love, and you’ve gotta eat anyway, right?
If your time is really limited, throw a party!
Maybe you’ve been in trial for a month and

haven’t seen anyone. After you clean your
home and get your sanity back, throw a party
and invite all your friends. You can catch up
with everyone in one evening. This can be
a big bash or a small dinner party, whatever
suits your style.
When you get together with friends, it’s
important to make that time count. The
author of a recent study on the importance
of friendship considers this question to
be the most likely to spark a genuine connection: “What’s been going on in your life?”
It’s open ended and demonstrates a real
desire to learn about the other person.

Rachel Radomski and her husband,
Jordan Silver, on vacation in Arizona

Finally, remember that having one or two
good friends is better than 10 casual friends;
quality is better than quantity. No, you
probably don’t have as big a circle as you
once did, but high school is over. Your
popularity isn’t going to secure you perks
like the best table in the cafeteria anymore.
Don’t despair! A few great friends can
provide you with support and good times
much better than a wider group can.
Cameron Bryant is a lawyer and lease
negotiator with Cirrus Consulting Group
in Toronto. He writes about fashion and
lifestyle for Precedent.

Thinking of hiking in Arizona?
Here’s what you need to keep
in mind:

Personal safety:
“However much water you think you’ll need,
double it,” says Radomski. “Heatstroke is
a real risk in the desert — people die every
year.” Also important: not getting lost.
Radomski uses a mapping app called AllTrails.
The paid version works without data, which
you won’t always have in the desert. “Even
if you step two feet off of the trail, it shows
you you’re off track.”

beauty strikes on all scales, no matter where
you look.”
On one morning, the couple hiked along
Soldier Pass, a popular six-kilometre trail
Trekking through the searing with striking scenery. Radomski trekked
through Mars-red rocks and, at one point,
heat of the Arizona desert
a cave with soaring natural arches. At the end
by Matthew Hague
of the path, she was treated to a panoramic
view of the surrounding desert. “The landscape is just so completely different from
Rachel Radomski spent her most recent
what I see during my day-to-day in Toronto,”
vacation testing her endurance. In Septem- says Radomski. “It’s extraordinary.”
ber, she travelled to Sedona, Ariz., where
Radomski, an enthusiastic hiker, has taken
noontime temperatures routinely top 38
similar trips to Utah, Wyoming and Nevada.
degrees. In the wee hours of the morning,
After she wrote the bar exam, she and Silver
she would awake with her husband, Jordan went camping in Banff. “We had the first
Silver, senior director of product developcamping permit of the spring that year,” she
ment at CannTrust, a medical cannabis
says. “It was still below zero out.”
provider. The couple would head out on one
The outdoors, she admits, can be gruelof the region’s stunning trails. “Hiking is an ling. “But I don’t believe in accepting limits,”
says Radomski. “The benefit of pushing
immersive way to experience nature,” says
beyond what’s comfortable is that you see
the sixth-year associate at Bogoroch &
Associates LLP. “While the vistas are grand, all the things you’re capable of doing.”
NOT YOUR AVERAGE VACATION
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The cost:
Hiking is an affordable travel option. Many of
Radomski’s favourite trails, such as Soldier
Pass, are free. But you should invest in gear.
A comfortable pair of hiking boots will cost
about $200; if you’re camping, a sturdy tent
will set you back between $300 to $500.

The training:
Radomski wasn’t always an avid hiker. “The
only hiking I used to do was through a shopping mall,” she says. “My husband got me
into it.” To stay fit, she does high-intensity
training with weights and cardio. For newbies,
she suggests walking for an hour on a treadmill at a slight incline.

PHOTO COURTESY OF RACHEL RADOMSKI

Into the wild
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THE CIRCUIT

Parties of
the winter
We’ve got photos
from the hottest legal
events of the season
Vagmi Patel (Mason Caplan Roti LLP), Lindsay Woods
(Lerners LLP), Ayesha Laldin (Department of Justice)

Jacquelyn Stevens (Willms & Shier
Environmental Lawyers LLP),
Erin Cowling (Flex Legal Network)

The Women’s Law Association of
Ontario 100th Anniversary Gala
OCTOBER 30, 2019
photography by 5ive15ifteen Studio
by Lia Grainger

Julia Shin Doi (Ryerson University), Crystal Kim (Ryerson University), Morgan Knox (Ryerson University),
Soraya Chayeb (DLL), Jennifer MacInnis (Ryerson University)

Jocelyn Tatebe (Wawanesa Insurance),
Linda Wolanski (Bogoroch & Associates LLP)

Justice Andromache Karakatsanis (Supreme Court of Canada),
Kathryn Hendrikx (Hendrikx Family Law), Justice Suzanne Côté
(Supreme Court of Canada)

The expansive dining hall at The Carlu
bubbled with energy as more than
300 decked-out lawyers and friends
celebrated the 100th anniversary
of the Women’s Law Association of
Ontario. The organization has long
advocated for issues that affect
women in law and held networking
events for its members.
At the event, two Supreme Court
judges were on hand to address
the crowd. Justice Andromache
Karakatsanis, who spoke first,
applauded the fact that, since June
2015, more women than men have
been appointed to the bench —
and that the four female justices on
the Supreme Court wield huge influence. “As Bertha Wilson would say,
‘Four down, five to go,’” she said.
In her remarks, Justice Suzanne
Côté offered advice to women in
the audience. “As women, we need
to be ambitious, and we should
not be shy about being so,” she said.
“Women are often too quick to
short-sell themselves. We need to
take ownership of our successes,
as this association is doing tonight,
and reach for the next ones.”
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The 2019 South Asian Bar
Association Gala
NOVEMBER 27, 2019
photography by 5ive15ifteen Studio
by Sebastian Leck

The South Asian Bar Association’s
annual gala is one of the top events
on the legal-party circuit. This year’s
bash, held at The Liberty Grand,
drew close to 500 lawyers.
The keynote speaker was Samantha
Nutt, a co-founder of War Child
Canada, who talked about the fragility of justice systems around the
world. “It is not that difficult to find
yourself in a prison in Afghanistan
if you are a woman,” she said. “You
can be detained for refusing to
marry your rapist. You can also be
arrested for dressing or behaving
inappropriately.”
To help address the problem,
War Child has opened law firms in
Afghanistan and Uganda. The focus
is on serving women and children.
“The world really does need more
lawyers,” she said. “In fragile
environments, it’s only by creating
access to justice that we will move
beyond the status quo.”

Justice Sandra Martins (Ontario Court of Justice), Justice Amit Ghosh
(Ontario Court of Justice), Justice Sonia Khemani (Ontario Court of Justice)

Justice Chris de Sa (Superior Court of Justice), Sanjeev Dhawan
(Hydro One Networks Inc.), Wendy Lawrence (The Hospital for Sick Children)

Ranjan Agarwal (Bennett Jones LLP),
Colin Stevenson (Stevenson Whelton LLP)
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Aaron Bains (Aird & Berlis LLP),
Samantha Nutt (War Child Canada)

Dal Bhathal (The Counsel Network),
Sameera Sereda (The Counsel Network)

Susan Rai (Industrial Alliance),
Puja Kumar (Fiera Private Alternative)

Ajith Thiyagalingam (Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada),
Sunira Chaudhri (Levitt LLP)

Justice Hafeez Amarshi (Ontario Court of Justice),
Janani Shanmuganathan (Goddard Nasseri LLP)

Monty Dhaliwal (Pallett Valo LLP),
Bobby Sachdeva (Miller Thomson LLP)

Arun Krishnamurti (Google),
Gita Anand (Miller Thomson LLP)
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same central character trait: perseverance.
“In both law and breakdance, you learn by
doing,” he says. “You may fail for months
learning something new, but growth requires
perseverance and embracing challenges
by Matthew Halliday
as part of your craft.”
photography by Daniel Ehrenworth
His love of dance stems from a difficult
time. In the 12th grade, Yi’s mother passed
David Yi is capable of mind-boggling physical away after a battle with leukemia. Breakdancing, which tapped into his interest in
stunts. He can hang sideways off of a pole,
his body miraculously parallel to the ground. hip-hop music, became a lifeline. The intense
training strengthened his body, while the
He can balance his entire weight on one
hand as his legs do the splits in mid-air. And concentration required to master the moves
distracted his mind.
a backflip is hardly any trouble.
At McMaster University, he was an avid
Yi, an accomplished breakdancer, is also
an associate at Norton Rose Fulbright. And, dancer. In second year, he founded a breakdance club, and in his fourth year he joined
in his view, dancers and lawyers share the
SECRET LIFE

Let’s dance
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the school’s Urban Dance Company, winning
competitions and choreography awards.
In law school, at the University of Toronto,
he joined the Fo’Real Dance Crew, a topranked student ensemble. He’s also danced
alongside semi-professional crews who have
opened for major hip-hop artists, including
Ludacris and Lupe Fiasco.
Yi has since slowed down, but he continues to dance in his spare time. In 2018,
he performed at the Norton Rose holiday
party, moving to the music of Gramatik,
a Slovenian electronic artist. “Dance is a
free-flowing expression of my personality,”
he says. “When I’m lost in the music, my
body takes over. No overthinking, no judgment. It’s just me and the beat.”

MAKEUP BY MICHELLE CALLEJA

David Yi
Norton Rose Fulbright
Canada LLP
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